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Abstract

The core set of shared border guard functions performed across EU requires compatible job competences and 

a system of comparable learning outcomes that can ensure the national border guards are trained under a com-

mon framework, respecting the national education and training systems as well as the speci!c organizational 

needs, whilst achieving the desired quali!cations described in a common language that makes them easily read-

able, comparable and compatible across EU. The development process of a Sectoral Quali!cations Framework for 

Border Guarding to achieve this requirement is detailed as a potential exemplar to similar professional !elds of 

learning, highlighting challenges encountered and solutions developed.
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Rationale for development and added value of the 

Sectoral Quali!cations Framework for Border Guarding 

(SQF for BG)

‘If you want to go fast, go alone;  

if you want to go far, walk together’

The development of the Sectoral Quali!cations Frame-

work for Border Guarding (SQF for BG) was initiated by 

Frontex as a result of an increasing need for harmoni-

zation and comparability of border guard training and 

quali!cations across the European Union, given the 

emerging global challenges to border security in the 

context of the common background of the Schengen 

regulatory framework that underpins the border con-

trol activities within the professional sector.

The border guard job by its nature is a ‘European’ job, 

requiring collaboration, cooperation and coordination 

between the Member States (MS), Schengen Associ-

ated Countries (SAC) authorities and EU/international 

agencies operating in the area of border control and 

migration. It is essential that the border guards from 

all MS/SAC can work together e"ectively in the joint 

operations organized at the ‘hot spots’ of increased mi-

gration pressure (1), in the name of the European and 

international solidarity. As such it is necessary that the 

same standards are applied at all EU borders. One of 

the mechanisms to achieve this is to ensure that the 

European border guards receive training in accord-

(1) Frontex joint operations http://frontex.europa.eu/operations/
roles-and-responsibilities/ 

ance with the same principles and values, based on 

the same procedures and learning requirements, de-

scribed using a common, shared language.

In the light of implementing its mandate in the !eld of 

training (2), Frontex, in collaboration with the MS/SAC 

has launched the development of a sectoral quali!-

cations framework for border guarding. The SQF was 

intended to provide a tool to facilitate the national 

integration of the EU common standards in the !eld 

of border guards training (common core curricula and 

learning standards), and to promote best practice in 

the design of the training courses for border guards, 

ensuring that all the learning in the border guard !eld 

is operationally relevant and speci!cally tailored to the 

needs of the job.

The SQF was also intended to create the possibility 

to design exchange/mobility programmes similar to 

Erasmus that allow the border guards to study togeth-

er and be exposed to various European practices and 

systems at all the di"erent types of borders and in vari-

ous geographical areas. As such, the SQF allows for the 

comparability of the quali!cations in the border guard 

!eld, increasing the mobility of learning and the inter-

operability in joint operations and leading to harmo-

nization and benchmarking of border guard learning 

across EU). The SQF also facilitates the description of 

border guard learning and competences applicable 

to all border guard organizations, regardless of their 

di"erent systems and structures addressing the chal-

lenge of developing common training at European 

level with courses that complement the national train-

ing whilst bringing added value and avoiding overlaps 

with existing national training (Frontex, 2013).

Critically, the SQF facilitates the creation of a common 

border guard culture across EU, which is an important 

catalyst for the creation of the European Border Guard 

teams (3) that are expected to work together e"ectively 

at all the EU external borders. Furthermore, having a 

sectoral framework creates the basis of the develop-

ment of a quality assurance and certi!cation system 

(2) Regulation (EU) 2016/1624 of the European Parliament and 
of the Council of 14 September 2016 on the European Border 

and Coast Guard and amending Regulation (EU) 2016/399 of the 

European Parliament and of the Council and repealing Regulation 

(EC) No 863/2007 of the European Parliament and of the Council, 

Council Regulation (EC) No 2007/2004 and Council Decision 

2005/267/EC (OJ L 251, 16.09. 2016, p. 1).

(3) European Border Guard teams http://frontex.europa.eu/opera-
tions/european-border-guard-teams/.
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for the European border guard quali!cations and fa-

cilitates the validation of non-formal (learning from 

work experience), informal (in-service, non-accredited 

learning) and formal (accredited) learning for nation-

al and European level courses. The integration of the 

fundamental rights principles across all border guard 

learning is an important desideratum for the border 

guard education and training and this is also facilitated 

by the SQF.

The SQF contributes to streamlining the developments 

in the !eld of training across EU, supports the stake-

holders in performing training needs assessments and 

facilitates synergies in the context of the interagen-

cy cooperation and coordination, in the framework 

of the European Law Enforcement Training Scheme 

(LETS) (4). It brings together all the previous Frontex de-

velopments in the !eld of training under a common 

reference framework, an integrated platform for a long 

term training strategy and it re$ects Frontex and MS/

SAC shared values and strategic priorities.

Considerations that informed the development 

of the SQF structure and methodology

Bologna and Copenhagen processes are the Europe-

an solutions to achieving transparency, convergence, 

comparability and compatibility of quali!cations in 

higher, respectively vocational education, as well as 

mobility of learning and learners, quality assurance, em-

ployability and international competitiveness. Equally, 

Frontex aims to achieve interoperability of systems and 

border guard teams working together at the external 

borders, needs to ensure that the right people having 

the appropriate competences are deployed in joint op-

erations and able to work together or make strategic 

decisions on how to tackle migration challenges in the 

framework of international and European cooperation. 

One of the main goals of Frontex is capacity building 

in the MS/SAC with regard to operational and train-

ing capacity, through organizing exchange-mobility 

programmes, setting standards of excellence, through 

harmonization of requirements and procedures. Inclu-

siveness, representativeness and cooperation are key 

principles that lead Frontex activities, promoting the 

integrated border management concept with high 

standards of fundamental rights, performance and 

(4) European Commission (2013b) Establishing a European Law 

Enforcement Training Scheme, Communication from the Com-
mission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European 
Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the 
Regions, Brussels 

leadership  (5). Frontex Training commitment to Bolo-

gna and Copenhagen principles emerged from the 

very nature of the shared goals and values.

The EU Council initiative to develop the European Qual-

i!cations Framework (EQF)  (6) represents a successful 

reference framework for all learning at all levels and 

in all areas applicable to all European states. A trans-

lation tool for all National Quali!cations Frameworks 

(NQF) which uses a common language to provide a 

set of descriptors of learning (learning outcomes) that 

identify di"erent types of learning (knowledge, skills 

and competences) at all levels of complexity, covering 

both vocational and higher education (European Com-

mission, 2011). The bene!ts of the EQF and its role as a 

common reference, a translation tool between the na-

tional systems and quali!cations that does not impose 

on the national systems, but creates a link between all 

systems (European Commission, 2010) allowing the 

comparability and transferability of quali!cations is 

exactly what is needed for the border guard profes-

sional sector: a translation tool, a common reference 

that, without dictating to the Member States, allows 

comparison and the recognition of border guard qual-

i!cations from across the EU (European Commission, 

2008). A mechanism that o"ers a common language to 

describe learning and, through its reference to the EQF 

further onto the NQFs, facilitates the accreditation and 

validation processes at national and European level for 

the border guard quali!cations, both vocational and 

academic (European Commission 2013a).

One of the main guiding principles of the project de-

velopment was to create a framework that is inclusive 

to the entire sector, that can facilitate cooperation 

across borders and interoperability through the devel-

opment of common training tools and courses, which 

is a challenge for the EU, given the di"erent training 

practices, cultures and organizational systems in the 

MS/SAC. This means that the SQF does not dictate any 

learning requirements to the national training, but in-

stead it re$ects the entire scope of learning in the bor-

der guard !eld across EU at all levels and in all areas, 

in a comprehensive manner without encroaching on 

competences derived from non-border related organ-

izational functions. The SQF is re$ective and inclusive 

(5) http://frontex.europa.eu/about-frontex/mission-and-tasks/.

(6) Recommendation of the European Parliament and the Council 
of 23 April 2008 on the establishment of a European quali!-
cations framework for lifelong learning, O%cial Journal of the 
European Union C 111, 6.5.2008.
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to all border guard organizations, without being pre-

scriptive, thus respecting the diversity of the speci!c 

national structures and systems.

Operational relevance was an important principle of 

the SQF development, as it was based on an extensive 

job mapping at all levels and in all areas of border guard-

ing across EU. The SQF aimed to ensure the link be-

tween the learning and the job, and that was achieved 

by starting with the identi!cations of the knowledge, 

skills and competences required to perform all of the 

border guard jobs, transferable to the workplace. The 

concept of ‘professional learning’ (Eraut, M. 2004 and 

Eraut, M. 2007) is key to the SQF for BG.

Representativeness and the collaborative nature of 

the SQF design are two underlying principles equally 

re$ected in the SQF development process and conse-

quently, on the !nal product. Frontex ensured that all 

MS/SAC were involved in the SQF development and/or 

validation process, also including other key stakehold-

ers (i.e. UNHCR, FRA, EASO). All decisions made by the 

project group and re$ected in the !nal structure and 

content of the product were the result of a collabora-

tive process of critical analysis aimed at the identi!ca-

tion of the common, generic as well as speci!c com-

petences required to perform the border guard job 

and the related learning requirements. Stakeholders 

involvement as one of the key principles of Bologna 

process is equally a characteristic of Frontex training 

development business process and it was crucial to 

the success of the SQF in the view of its usability and 

acceptance by the MS/SAC — the ultimate bene!ciar-

ies of the framework.

The development of the SQF took into consideration 

the opportunity to provide a set of standards that will 

facilitate the recognition of prior learning (as recom-

mended by the Leuven Comunique, 2009)  (7), in par-

ticular of the non-formal and informal learning. It is well 

known and accepted (Janssens, L., Smet, K., Onghena, 

P., Kyndt, E., 2017 and Filstad, C. and Gottschalk, P., 2013) 

that particularly in policing/border policing/law en-

forcement in general a great deal of learning happens 

on the job and in the context of various non-formal 

courses provided by the national or international agen-

cies. This learning is relevant to the job in developing 

speci!c skills and competences and signi!cant for the 

(7) Leuven Communiqué, April 2009, https://www.eurashe.eu/
library/modernising-phe/Bologna_2009_Leuven-Communique.
pdf.

o%cers career development, although not formally 

credited. Thus, the SQF aimed to capture and articulate 

the professional learning, the one that happens during 

the operational and organizational activities, enabling 

the validation of this learning, leading to internationally 

recognized certi!cation.

The integration of the fundamental rights principles 

was a particular underpinning element of the SQF in 

terms of its structure. High level fundamental rights 

learning outcomes are part of the generic learning out-

comes that are core to the border guard !eld, which 

means they become integrated across all the border 

guard learning outcomes. Speci!c fundamental rights 

considerations are identi!ed for each border guard task 

and in order to facilitate the process of course design 

at national level that would re$ect this principle, a spe-

cial designated ‘Guide to integrate fundamental rights 

learning outcomes’ was also developed as part of the 

SQF, as an additional reference tool (Frontex, 2013).

All of these considerations informed the development 

of the SQF, becoming the rationale for decisions in 

terms of structure, process and methodological ap-

proach.

Development process and methodology

The development of the SQF was contextualized by 

previous Frontex activities to develop common curric-

ula for mid-level and high-level border guard training. 

These processes raised questions such as (Frontex, 

2013):

‘What exactly is mid-level and high level 

given the range of border guard organiza-

tional structures in Europe?’; ‘What learning 

is required at the national and EU levels for 

mid-level and high level o%cers?’; ‘What do 

these o%cers already know and how that 

is de!ned’? ‘How can it be ensured that the 

learning designed for mid-level and high-lev-

el o%cers achieves the principles of harmoni-

zation, interoperability and mobility’?

Given the principles highlighted above, the solution 

pointed towards a sectoral framework as an appropri-

ate, solid tool to address these issues.
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The clear reference for the development of the SQF 

was the methodology of the Tuning Educational Struc-

tures in Europe project  (8), which envisioned similar 

aims of identifying points of reference, conversion and 

common understanding whilst respecting national 

diversity and avoiding prescriptive uniformity of sub-

ject-related study programmes in higher education 

institutions across Europe. Wagenaar (2014) points out 

that a signi!cant contribution of the methodology is 

the alignment of learning outcomes as indicators of 

competence development to strengthen employabil-

ity. These features of the Tuning method were most 

applicable to the SQF, however several important dif-

ferences prevented the direct implementation of the 

methodology and distinguish the academic from the 

professional approach.

Within the Tuning project reference points (compe-

tences and learning outcomes) have been developed 

in forty-two subject areas, and two sectoral frameworks 

developed that each encompass the relevant range of 

subject reference points. For example the Tuning SQF 

for Social Sciences provides a thematic framework of 

learning across eight subject domains, mapped onto 

the EQF for levels 4 to 8.

The Tuning project is implemented by higher edu-

cation for higher education and is e"ective for this 

purpose. The methodology speci!cally targets the 

three Bologna cycles, with a focus on !rst, second and 

third cycle degrees as a structural component. This 

approach aligns with delivery of higher educational 

courses and the principles of Bologna, with each level 

building on the former and also enabling an exit to the 

workforce with a rounded set of pre-determined ge-

neric and subject speci!c competences, and with each 

cycle considering the ECTS for a degree programme. 

The approach necessitates a process of ranking com-

petences in terms of their importance to the subject 

and likely employment opportunities but also limiting 

them to the most important within each learning cycle 

and organizing them at the level of the cycle.

For the purposes of this SQF, the learning cycles were 

not considered as part of the framework as profes-

sional and organizational learning does not happen 

in terms of a bachelor’s followed by a master’s degree 

as delivered by universities. A further key di"erence is 

comprehensiveness; the framework needed to capture 

(8) Tuning Educational Structures in Europe http://www.unideusto.
org/tuningeu/home.htm.

all competences and all learning related to the profes-

sional domain rather than engage in a process of pri-

oritization. It is fully understandable that higher educa-

tion prioritize competences that best contribute to a 

range of occupational !elds, however border-guarding 

organizations must ensure competence in all function-

al areas.

Regardless of these di"erences the Tuning project 

provided a rich source of information relating to the 

challenges of undertaking the process and organizing 

the outcome. It became apparent that the SQF for Bor-

der Guarding development process needed to adopt 

elements of the development of reference points of 

a single subject, both the competences and learning 

outcomes, and integrate them with themes from other 

existing subject areas such as management, with the 

!nal structure aligning to the EQF.

The development process led by Frontex started by 

setting up of an European working group represent-

ative to over 20 MS/SAC border guard agencies, com-

prising training and operational experts representing 

border guard key functions in as many areas and as 

many levels possible at the time. The development fol-

lowed !ve phases:

1. ‘Development of the Competence Pro!les’ 

consisted of an extensive job mapping of bor-

der guard tasks and jobs at all levels and in all 

areas, that re$ected and captured all border 

guarding activities, de!ned in occupational 

terms, using knowledge, skills and compe-

tence as descriptors. They were later organ-

ized around the same border guard areas as 

the learning outcomes, to facilitate cross-ref-

erencing. A wide consultation throughout 

all MS/SAC followed this step, where the 

draft competence pro!les developed by the 

working group were veri!ed with all national 

organizations, including the ones not repre-

sented in the working group, with the aim to 

identify if any relevant border guard compe-

tence is missing, or is not de!ned at the ap-

propriate level. The feedback was integrated 

and used to improve the Competency Pro-

!les. The resulting Competency Framework 

(Frontex, 2013), serves as a comprehensive 

reference for all border guard occupational 

standards and job pro!les across EU.
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2. Development of learning outcomes, a painful 

and very thorough exercise of writing learn-

ing outcomes at sectoral level which chal-

lenged even the most experienced training 

designers, more familiar with writing curric-

ulum level learning outcomes. Considera-

ble attention was paid to ensuring that the 

learning outcomes were speci!c to border 

guarding but still generic enough to meet 

the sectoral level, all-encompassing, whilst 

ensuring that the learning areas were relevant 

and facilitated integration and Recognition 

of Prior Learning (RPL), and !nally that the 

level of learning was correct. Debates such 

as ‘attitudes versus competences’ eventually 

resulted in an agreement to use the EQF de-

scriptors that !t best the needs of our sectoral 

framework. At this point the structure of the 

SQF was agreed, organized by learning areas 

to enable clarity in progression of learning. An 

internal consistency exercise was performed 

to ensure that the learning outcomes are well 

de!ned and independent of the learning 

areas they belonged to. This resulted in the 

structure being re-organized as an ‘Academ-

ic SQF’ that mirrored the EQF. Both structures 

are published to di"erent purposes. Finally, 

the learning outcomes were cross-referenced 

with the competence pro!les to ensure that 

the learning outcomes were fully inclusive. 

This mapping exercise was also published,(-

Frontex, 2013), to enable course designers to 

identify the speci!c learning requirements 

that contribute to achieving certain job com-

petences.

3. European Validation of the SQF consisted 

of another extended national consultation 

process that involved over 30 organizations 

with border guard competences and also in-

ternational organizations that have interests 

in the area of border security and migration 

(i.e. UNHCR, OSCE, FRA, DCAF, EASO). Revised 

job competences and learning outcomes 

were presented to all stakeholders with the 

request to check the completion, accuracy, 

coherence, relevance, levels, or any potential 

gaps or inconsistencies. The SQF must re$ect 

accurately the entire scope of learning in the 

border guard !eld and the aim of this valida-

tion step was to ensure this is achieved. Feed-

back collected contributed to an improved 

version of the draft competence pro!les and 

learning outcomes and furthermore, the 

‘Guide to integrate Fundamental Rights into 

border guard training’ (Frontex, 2013) was ini-

tiated, using the substantial feedback provid-

ed by the international agencies. The Guide is 

useful in writing fundamental rights learning 

outcomes suitable for all border guard cours-

es and it was added to the SQF package.

4. An external independent assessment was 

conducted by a panel of Bologna experts 

who were invited to evaluate the SQF and 

consider the alignment of the SQF to the EQF 

levels and to assess if the construction of the 

framework facilitated RPL and mobility of 

learning, if the descriptors are correctly used, 

and if the framework is overall coherent and 

consistent to the Bologna principles. The two 

Bologna experts noted that the framework 

and the learning outcomes are clear and 

well referenced to the EQF, that the process 

of stakeholders consultation was ‘impressive’ 

and ‘robust’ and that overall the framework 

serves the interests of the large variety of 

border guard organizations by its inclusive 

nature. They concluded by recommending 

the SQF methodology and approach as an 

example of good practice for developing an 

international sectoral framework (ISQ) that 

may serve as a model for other organizations 

intending to develop an ISQ. The assessment 

report is included in the !nal documentation 

(Frontex 2013).

5. The Management Board of Frontex was invit-

ed to review and endorse the SQF for border 

guarding, given the strategic implications of 

the framework for all border guard training. It 

was adopted with enthusiasm by the board 

formed of all heads of border guard struc-

tures across EU, which gave a political state-

ment and a positive signal for the follow up 

integration process at national level.
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Challenges of the SQF development

One of the very !rst challenges to acknowledge is that 

this SQF was the !rst to be developed from a non-ac-

ademic perspective to capture a professional domain. 

As such there was no direct, published methodology 

to follow which inevitably lead to the development as 

a learning process driven by European and organisa-

tional requirements in combination with Bologna and 

Copenhagen principles. One of the key reasons for this 

publication is that other professions, and particularly 

law enforcement may be better informed as to the 

speci!c challenges and thinking behind the process.

Coming from a learning perspective and on consid-

eration of thematic academic SQF’s, a natural starting 

point was to de!ne the learning required across bor-

der guarding organisations, with representative ex-

perts, and organise that learning, formed as learning 

outcomes around the major themes of the profession. 

Both of these assumptions caused a false start. The 

natural major themes of border guarding caused sig-

ni!cant repetitiveness in learning outcomes, and given 

the major di"erences in organisations with responsibil-

ity for borders in terms of structures, types of borders, 

policy and legislation, starting with learning outcomes 

caused a huge amount of outcomes to be developed. 

It quickly emerged that this was not a useful way for-

ward.

Using role pro!les was considered, however again dif-

ferences in organisational responsibilities across Europe 

would result in multiple, partial pro!les, which would 

not be of practical utility. Further, each organisation 

has di"ering rank and role structures and this diversi-

ty is absolutely respected. Whilst it would be possible 

to identify shared learning requirements, a signi!cant 

amount of necessary individual organisational learning 

would not be represented meaning that the core ra-

tionale for developing the SQF would not be achieved 

and ultimately public security would be a"ected.

It was determined that if the SQF would capture the 

learning requirements related to border guard activi-

ties then the work of border guarding should be clear-

ly and comprehensively de!ned. As such the working 

group set about naming and di"erentiating every task 

related to border guarding. This process enabled nat-

ural clusters to emerge, which prevented repetition, 

with resultant learning outcomes truly grounded in the 

practical tasks of border guarding.

With the process determined the next challenge re-

lated to dealing with the learning requirements of 

hierarchical, predominantly ranked organisations. De-

termining the level of learning presented a persistent 

di%culty for working group participants. Academic 

learning with in a single subject can be de!ned quite 

naturally as it develops in complexity, however profes-

sional learning is not necessarily the same. The working 

group tended to consider escalation of the EQF level of 

learning being synonymous with promotion, with the 

higher the rank the perceived higher the level of learn-

ing. In reality, the lowest ranks in an organisation may 

be required to develop highly complex competences, 

for example; decision-making in the use of lethal force 

within the context of the principles of fundamental 

rights, whilst higher ranking o%cials may be required 

to develop quite basic management or !nance com-

petences.

Further challenges were encountered in relation to 

language. In the construction of job competences and 

learning outcomes, !nding the exact language was a 

long process. Capturing the exact essence of meaning, 

at sectoral level, which would translate into every Eu-

ropean language, resulted in a necessary glossary and 

carefully monitored translation workshops beyond the 

original formulation. Most of the working group will 

forever recall days of debating each and every word of 

the SQF.

In terms of the working group, there were vast levels 

of expertise in relation to basic border guarding, but 

establishing broad expertise in the tasks and learning 

required of senior management was not easy. Evident-

ly, given there are fewer of such people across the or-

ganisations, availability will always be a challenge. The 

validation process whereby the outcome of both the 

competences and learning outcomes were evaluated 

by each organisation addressed this particular issue.

Addressing these challenges was achieved by debate 

and discussion amongst the expert group, driven by 

commitment and an understanding of the bene!ts 

of the potential outcome, without a practical vision 

of what the outcome would look like. It took about six 

workshops within a period of 6 months in early 2012 to 

achieve all these agreements and overcome the chal-

lenges, including the national and international valida-

tion processes managed through written consultation. 

It is hoped that this SQF and the associated publica-
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tions serve to assist anyone engaged in this process to 

better manage these challenges.

Conclusions and further steps

The value of the SQF for Border Guarding resides in its 

actual usage, not in its completion, as its objectives are 

met when it is used, not when it was written or o%cial-

ly endorsed.

There are many ways in which the SQF becomes an 

useful tool for the MS/SAC.

The review of job competence pro!les and occupa-

tional standards (Cedefop, 2009) in the border guard 

!eld is facilitated by the usage of the SQF Competence 

pro!les. These pro!les are written in an ‘occupational’ 

language, providing a comprehensive list of knowl-

edge, skills and competences required to perform 

all border guarding activities and they are organized 

according to the level of learning required to achieve 

them. The de!nition of occupational standards creates 

the link between the human resources activities (e.g.: 

performance management and appraisal) and the 

training activities, ensuring that the training is relevant 

for the job.

Validation of quali!cations and programmes accredi-

tation is built around a number of key elements (ESG, 

2015): learning outcomes (what type of learning has 

happened), credit points (how much learning has hap-

pened), level of learning according to the EQF/NQF 

and quality assurance mechanisms that ensure and 

demonstrate the learning has actually happened (in-

cluding assessments). The SQF supports the national 

accreditation/validation processes in the !eld of bor-

der guarding by o"ering European validated reference 

points for 2 key elements: learning outcomes that are 

speci!c and relevant for the border guard !eld and lev-

els of learning referenced to the EQF levels 4 — 7 that 

translate into all NQFs.

Recognition of non-formal and informal learning 

(Cedefop, 2015) in the border guard !eld can greatly 

bene!t from the existence of the SQF in that it o"ers 

standards that serve RPL processes. The competence 

pro!les and learning outcomes in the SQF assist in the 

de!nition and assessment of informal and non-formal 

learning with the purpose of its recognition and certi-

!cation or credits towards other formal programmes. 

RPL requires learners to articulate the learning they 

have achieved, in such a way that it is recognized by 

both border guard and academic organisations. As 

such, the SQF supports the border guard learners in 

engaging and bene!tting from RPL policies, and also 

saving tax dependent organizations scarce funds wast-

ed on training o%cers in subjects in which they are 

already competent. It becomes increasingly valuable 

to give credit particularly to the informal and non-for-

mal learning in the border guard profession, given the 

signi!cance of the on-the-job learning and non-formal 

courses delivered within the organizations (Marsick, V. 

J., and Watkins, K., 1990).

Whilst it is expected that the SQF is used selectively 

and integrated by each border guard organization ac-

cording to their speci!c needs and national mandate, 

the SQF for border guarding o"ers an useful model 

and a validated methodology for developing further 

national sectoral (organizational) frameworks. This can 

be achieved by further mapping the remaining organ-

izational tasks according to the national mandate (e.g.: 

tra%c police, military police etc.) and adding them onto 

the selectively integrated SQF for border guarding el-

ements that are suitable for the respective organiza-

tion, using SQF for border guarding for benchmarking. 

This way, the bene!ts of a sectoral framework may ex-

tend at national level, bringing organizational value in 

streamlining and eliminating overlaps, clarifying tasks 

and responsibilities, making well informed decisions 

regarding sta" development, training management 

and needs assessment.

The development of comparable and compatible 

courses is particularly relevant in the border guard 

!eld. The description of all courses in border guarding 

using the SQF learning outcomes as a common curren-

cy ensures their comparability and also makes possible 

the establishment of exchange-mobility programmes 

in this !eld between the MS/SAC. It also facilitates the 

development of European courses ensuring that they 

add onto and not overlap the national training. Progres-

sion of learning becomes clear and the quali!cations 

obtained in di"erent countries through courses named 

di"erently, o"ered by di"erent institutions, courses of 

various lengths and forms of learning — now become 

comparable, given the common language used to de-

scribe the learning achieved, thus facilitating mobility 

of learning and of learners. These courses developed 

based on the SQF are operationally relevant, as the 

link between the training and the job created by the 
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Competence Pro!les and the cross-referencing tables 

ensure the operational and organizational relevance 

of the training. Furthermore, the courses developed 

based on SQF will have integrated speci!c fundamen-

tal rights considerations, ensuring that each border 

guard task is performed in compliance with the funda-

mental rights principles, organically integrated in the 

border guard training at all levels and in all areas.

All these are relevant not only for the MS/SAC, but also 

for Frontex, in the context of the deployment of the 

European border guard teams called to work together 

and perform at the highest standards during the joint 

operations at EU external borders, given the challeng-

es to border security, the migration and humanitarian 

crisis that we are experiencing at the time of writing.

Frontex is o"ering support to the MS/SAC in building 

the capacity to design courses and curricula aligned 

to the SQF. Approximately 200 curriculum designers 

and teachers from the MS/SAC border guard training 

institutions have been trained in ‘Course design in line 

with Bologna/Copenhagen principles using the SQF’ 

so far and an increasing number of courses are report-

ed to be designed or reviewed in the MS/SAC using 

the SQF. Furthermore, to facilitate the harmonization 

and integration processes, Frontex most recently o"ers 

grants to the MS/SAC to design SQF aligned curricu-

la that may be delivered as national courses or as ex-

change-mobility programmes involving a number of 

European training institutions and academies. A qual-

ity assurance system is currently developed aiming to 

provide Frontex with institutional accreditation as a 

quality assured training provider, enabling the subse-

quent validation and international recognition of bor-

der guard quali!cations o"ered by Frontex, based on 

the SQF for Border Guarding.

The SQF itself has its own quality assurance method-

ology and a monitoring Expert Board to review the 

framework in the coming years, to ensure the most re-

cent and emerging developments at EU level in border 

security, such as the increased focus on coast guard 

functions as part of border security, are included. One 

of the most interesting challenges for the coming years 

is to demonstrate the correct referencing of the SQF to 

the EQF, through the validation of the national qual-

i!cations aligned to the SQF (developed or reviewed 

based on it) and recognized according to the NQFs 

at the respective level. In the absence of a speci!c 

methodology to reference the international sectoral 

frameworks to the EQF (European Commission, 2016), 

this approach opens interesting perspectives on link-

ing a transnational sectoral (meta-)framework like the 

SQF to the EQF through the national quali!cations 

(NQFs), which is worth exploring. A !rst step has been 

achieved already, through the development and inter-

national accreditation of the European Joint Master’s 

in Strategic Border Management (9) run by Frontex as 

part of an international Consortium of Universities and 

Border Guard Academies, a joint curriculum developed 

based on the SQF level 7 and accredited through a 

joint accreditation in a single procedure, a pioneering 

pilot project coordinated by the Accreditation Organ-

isation of the Netherlands and Flanders (NVAO) and 

European Consortium for Accreditation (ECA)  (10) and 

consequently recognized by the quality assurance 

agencies of all Consortium Partners.

As a conclusion, it can be said that the SQF is the main 

tool that facilitates the implementation of Bologna and 

Copenhagen principles in the border guard education 

and training sector and also supports the national in-

tegration of the European common core curricula and 

learning standards developed together by Frontex and 

the MS/SAC, supporting e"ective strategic manage-

ment of training and resources and ensuring harmoni-

zation, mobility of learning and comparability of qual-

i!cations in the border guard !eld across EU (Frontex, 

2013). The SQF not only promotes, but has proven to 

trigger interesting debates in both higher education 

and vocational educational fora, with potential further 

developments in both areas. Whilst much work still lays 

ahead in terms of quality assurance and validation of 

quali!cations based on the SQF, an optimistic quote 

back in 2013 from one of the SQF expert group mem-

bers is proving to be true: ‘Outstanding work accom-

plished (…). Let me con!rm to you that the SQF draft can 

ful!ll our competence pro!les/learning outcomes properly 

at our national level (…). The SQF will promote itself due to 

its quality and usefulness.’ (Frontex 2013)

(9) http://frontex.europa.eu/training/educational-standards/.

(10) https://www.nvao.com/about-nvao and http://ecahe.eu/.
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Sample of SQF products
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